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Abstracts

Men Formal Shoe Market - Overall Industry Analysis 2025

Progressive Markets published a report, Men Formal Shoe Market Size, Trend, Share,

Opportunity Analysis & Forecast, 2014-2025, which says that the market was valued at

USD $ 6276.6 million in 2014 and is likely to garner USD $ 11469.0 million in 2025,

growing at a CAGR of 6.10% during the forecast period, 2018-2025.

Men formal shoes market is one of the most expensive sectors of the apparel market.

They are available in various colors, shapes, and textures. Men formal shoes are also

known as dress shoes and can be worn during professional as well as social occasions

such as formal meetings, dance occasions, dress code parties, special occasions, and

as standard daily shoes.

Market Drivers and Restraints:

The men formal shoe market has witnessed a prominent growth in the recent years

owing to the rapid growth and urbanization, the rise in commercialization, a high

demand for branded footwear, an increase in disposable income among developing

economies, and innovations in the design and features of formal shoes. Furthermore,

the fast-expanding Asia-Pacific men formal shoe market provides opportunities for

growth of the market. On the other hand, counterfeit shoes and entry of non-leather

local brands act as hindrances to the overall growth of the industry.

Men Formal Shoe Market Key Segments:

The key segments have been analyzed in the men formal shoe market analysis report.

The market is segmented based on shoe types, leather types, and geography. By shoe

types, the market is divided into oxfords, derby, loafers, loafers, boots, and others.
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Based on leather types, the market is segmented into patent leather, pebble &

full grain, top grain, and suede leather. Geographically, the market is divided into the

regions such as North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and LAMEA. In North America,

the market analysis covers the U.S., Mexico, and Canada. In Europe, the market

analysis covers Italy, Germany, France, UK, Spain, and the rest of Europe. In Asia-

Pacific, the market analysis is done for China, Japan, India, Malaysia, and the rest of

Asia-Pacific. In LAMEA, the market analysis covers Latin America, Middle East, and

Africa.
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Key Market Players:

The report also identifies the emerging players providing solutions in the men formal

shoe industry. They adopt various marketing strategies such as mergers & acquisitions,

launches, and more to grow and survive in the market. The key players profiled in the

report include C. & J. Clark International Ltd (UK), Dolce & Gabbana (Italy), Cole Haan

LLC (U.S.), Louis Vuitton (U.S.), Alden Shoe Company (U.S.), Guccio Gucci S.p.A

(Italy), Calvin Klein Inc. (U.S.), Hugo Boss AG (Germany), Burberry Group Inc. (UK),

and Prada S.p.A. (Italy).

Key Benefits from the Report:

The report provides a comprehensive analysis of the global men formal shoe market

with the help of men formal shoe market trends, market size, market share analysis,

market forecast, market dynamics, Porters analysis, key market segments, and

company profiles. The report is a useful tool for market players, investors, and new

entrants as it helps them identify the opportunities for growth in the market and take

actions wisely to achieve long-term success. The information in the report is a result of

an extensive primary and secondary research along with opinions from industry experts.

The men formal shoe industry statistics and charts add credibility to the data in the

report. The men formal shoe market size helps determine the market potential, the

number of target customers, and the market penetration rate. The men formal shoe

market share analysis helps determine the total sales that are earned by a specific

player in the industry over a certain time. The men formal shoe market forecast projects

the future numbers, characteristics, and trends in the industry. The market drivers and

restraints explain the reasons for the rise and fall of the industry. The Porters analysis

studies the five forces that determine the level of competition in the market. The report

also includes details about the key players operating in the industry such as their

financial segments and recent developments. These insights help market players and

new entrants make informed business decisions to strengthen their foothold in the

industry and achieve their goals.
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